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full of Milton, shouting: "As Teneriffc or Adas un-
removed," or the " just men made perfect" in a broad
Scotch accent. The description of his talk and presence
which fascinated all except the " hidebound conven-
tional " and young diplomats: of his total failure to make
the London police take him for a vagabond, or the foreign
take him for anything else: of his courage in protecting
the weak, as in taking a kitten from a big Danish bulldog
whom everybody else was afraid of
4, Carlton Gardens,
From Mr. Arthur Balfour	Pall Mall S.W.
June 4, 1913
my dear mr. bailey,
Mrs. Talbot,11 think, mistook what I said to her about
your Johnson. I only began it in her house, and though
I was delighted with the beginning, I should not have
ventured to projiounce an opinion upon the work before
I had finished it. What I did praise, with unstinted
approval, was your volume of criticisms republished from
the Times Literary Supplement?
As for Johnson, it seems to me to be quite admirable.
To say that it is good reading is nothing, for nobody yet
has succeeded in being dull when writing about Jobtnson
and Bozzy. But it has much higher qualities—critical,
literary, and biographical, than that of merely providing
entertainment; and you are to be congratulated upon it*
I rather wondered whether, in discussing Johnson's
prose, you were right to omit all reference to his review
of Soame Jenyns. I have not read it for more years than
I like to think of, but, in my recollection, it seems to be
raised above the habitual level of his or any one else's prose
by the same intensity of emotion which puts the Vanity
of Human Wishes in a place by itself.
Yours sincerely,
arthur
1 Mrs. Edward Talbot.
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